TK200 Toilet Kart

A hand truck for lifting and transporting toilets. The Toilet Kart latches onto the bowl, lifts the toilet with a crank and holds it up by itself. The toilet can be wheeled away using its 4 wheels or by tipping it to rely on the 2 larger wheels for transporting over uneven surfaces.

The simple design makes it easy to use & improves (toilet) installation time and cleaner repair jobs.

1. Helps prevent back injury by doing the heavy lifting for you. Reduces the risk of worker injury/downtime, especially important for one-person businesses. (An important consideration for our aging workforce.)
2. Holds toilet level–great for replacing a wax seal or lining up the closet bolts.
3. Large wheels can help roll toilet out of the way.
4. Saves on costs: Can have only one person instead of using 2 people to install a heavy toilet or multiple toilets for renovations.
5. Folds flat for easy storage.

The Toilet Kart has replaced the traditional way of lifting a toilet by squatting down and picking it up with your hands, a cumbersome job that can result in debilitating back strain.

Many trades find it necessary to remove and install toilets: plumbers, tile installers, and facility engineers for hotels, hospitals, universities, etc.

The Toilet Kart is great for multiple toilet installations and replacement jobs, toilet repair work, flooring installations in bathrooms.

Pipe-Tytes, Inc., established in 1978, is owned and operated by John Decky, a former Master Plumber. He has made other well-received innovative products for the plumbing trade, see website: www.pipetytes.com. Pipe-Tytes, Inc. manufactured and marketed the Toilet Truck (same function; different design) for over 15 years with success. We have been manufacturing the Toilet Kart for 3 years.

Contact: Angela Krause • Pipe-Tytes, Inc • 9050 16th St • Vero Beach, FL 32966
800-325-8739 • Fax 866-576-6200 • ackrause@bellsouth.net • www.pipetytes.com
**TK200 Toilet Kart**  
*Patent pending*

Dimensions: 47" Tall x 18" Deep x 23" Wide  
Weight: 33 lbs.

- Crank lifts & holds toilet level.
- Lid Guard
- Clamps quickly & securely attach to toilet.
- 8 inch wheels to move over uneven surfaces or stairs.
- Front casters: for perfect alignment of toilet with flange.
- Fits most toilets.

Quickly & securely attaches to toilet.